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By Deborah Donnelly

CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 228 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.5in.The troubling but ultimately triumphant
memoirs of Holocaust survivor Hank Brodt A story of resilience, A Candle and a Promise makes the
Holocaust memories of survivor Hank Brodt come alive. It offers a detailed historical account of
being a Jewish teenager under the Nazi regime, shedding light on sickening truths in an honest,
matter-of-fact way. Hank Brodt (b. 1925) lived through one of the darkest periods of human history
and survived the devastation of World War II. Born into a poor family in Boryslaw (Poland), he was
placed in a Jewish orphanage. Losing his whole family when the Germans invaded Poland, he
waged a daily battle to survive. Moving from forced labor camps to concentration camps, one of
which features in Schindlers List, his world behind the barbed wire consisted of quiet resistance,
invisible tears and silent cries for years on end. This story of survival includes rare photographs
from the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum that powerfully illustrate these intimate and
shocking memoirs. One recently discovered picture shows Hank Brodt in prison uniform removing
the dead on carts at...
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It in a of the most popular ebook. I have got study and i am certain that i am going to likely to read again yet again in the future. I am happy to inform you
that this is actually the greatest ebook i actually have study inside my very own life and might be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Alison Sta nton-- Alison Sta nton

This pdf is fantastic. Sure, it can be engage in, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been developed in an remarkably straightforward
way and is particularly merely after i finished reading through this publication where in fact transformed me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Mr . Lee Sim onis PhD-- Mr . Lee Sim onis PhD
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